Characteristic burtsing behavior is observed in a driven, two-dimensional viscous flow, confined to a square domain and subject to no-slip boundaries. Passing a critical parameter value, an existing chaotic attractor undergoes a crisis, after which the flow initially enters a transient bursting regime. Bursting is caused by ejections from and return to a limited subdomain of the phase space, whereas the precrisis chaotic set forms the asymptotic attractor of the flow. For increasing values of the control parameter the length of the bursting regime increases progressively. Passing another critical parameter value, a second crisis leads to the appearance of a secondary type of bursting, of very large dynamical range. Within the bursting regime the flow then switches in irregular intervals from the primary to the secondary type of bursting. Peak enstrophy levels for both types of bursting are associated to the collapse of a primary vortex into a quadrupolar state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Attractor crises are global bifurcations, resulting in the destruction of an existing chaotic attractor and, possibly, in temporal intermittent switching between different types of chaotic behavior ͓1,2͔. These bifurcations occur under small changes of the system parameter, when the evolution is already in a chaotic regime. Hence crisis-induced intermittency is rather different from the classical intermittency described by Manneville and Pomeau ͓3͔, where a system switches between a periodic orbit and chaotic bursts. Experimental and numerical observations of crises and crisisinduced intermittency are numerous, ranging from essentially two-dimensional systems like semiconductor lasers ͓4-6͔ to higher-dimensional systems like numerical solar dynamo models ͓7͔ or experimental ͑super͒fluid convection ͓8͔. In two-dimensional systems crises are the result of a tangency of the stable and unstable manifolds ͑directions͒ of saddle points within a chaotic attractor. For systems with more than two dimensions, it was recently argued by Alligood et al. ͓9͔ that a tangency is not necessary for a crisis to occur. These authors introduced the crossing bifurcation, in which the unstable manifold of one fixed point intersects the stable manifold of another fixed point, as a possible mechanism for an attractor crisis in high-dimensional systems.
Here we present numerical results indicating an attractor crisis in a high-dimensional fluid dynamics problem, namely a driven, viscous fluid flow in a bounded no-slip domain with two spatial directions. These purely two-dimensional ͑2D͒ direct numerical simulations on domains with no-slip walls ͓10-13͔ form an intermediate step between the traditional computational setting of 2D flows on a double-periodic domain and laboratory experiments on quasi-2D flows in containers with rigid walls ͓14,15͔. For both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations, the transition sequence from steady to chaotic and, eventually, turbulent solutions as a function of an external control parameter is of intrinsic interest. This issue was studied both in quasi-2D laboratory experiments in square ͓16͔ and elongated domains ͓17͔ and in 2D computations, for the case of periodic boundary conditions ͓18͔ and for stress-free conditions in one direction and periodic conditions in the other direction ͓19͔, revealing a rich variety in behavior.
For the case of a driven flow in a square no-slip domain, it was shown by means of direct numerical simulations that the transition from steady to chaotic solutions takes place through the destruction of invariant tori ͓20͔. Using a steady forcing, we consider solutions as a function of the rescaled inverse kinematic viscosity parameter. Starting with the flow on a strange or chaotic attractor, we study this system further in the present work. Gradually increasing the value of the control parameter a global bifurcation occurs, in the form of an attractor crisis. The crisis is caused by a collision of the strange attractor with four saddle points, and results in a complicated dynamics. For parameter values immediately beyond the crisis value, the system displays a dual behavior. Initially, characteristic bursting-type behavior occurs, associated to the interplay between the chaotic attractor and the saddles. From the unstable manifold of a saddle point the trajectory is ejected into the surrounding phase space through a burst event, and then bounces back to re-enter the chaotic domain via another saddle point, in a heteroclinic connection. The bursting regime terminates when the system reaches its asymptotic attractor, the chaotic set associated to the precrisis flow. The length of the transient bursting regime increases exponentially with the value of the control parameter.
However, increasing the control parameter beyond a critical value, a secondary type of bursting appears, of very large dynamical range. Within the transient bursting regime, the flow may then switch from the primary to the secondary type of bursting, before the bursting regime is terminated and the flow reaches the chaotic asymptotic attractor. A burst of the second type occurs when the flow enters an unstable manifold of the asymptotic chaotic set, from which it is ejected into the outer parts of phase space.
Both types of bursting are associated to the breakup of a large coherent monopolar vortex into a quadrupolar structure, where the primary vortex exists during the laminar phases preceding a burst. However, the number of smaller, secondary vortices differs for the two types of bursting.
The following section contains an overview of the balance equations and computational methods. In Sec. III we present our observations and Sec. IV contains a brief discussion and our conclusions.
II. BALANCE EQUATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
In the two
, a fluid flow has Eulerian velocity u͑t , x͒ = (u͑t , x͒ , v͑t , x͒), where t R + and x D. The fluid has a unit density, = 1, and the velocity u͑t , x͒ is area preserving, due to the incompressibility condition
The associated vorticity equation describes a dissipative dynamical system
with kinematic viscosity parameter Ͼ 0 and external forcing q͑x͒. The scalar vorticity is defined as ͑t , x͒ = ‫ץ‬ x v͑t , x͒ − ‫ץ‬ y u͑t , x͒. In the nondimensional form of Eq. ͑2͒, the kinematic viscosity is replaced by the integral-scale Reynolds number, Reª 1 2 Ud / , where U is a spatially averaged ͑root-mean-square͒ velocity scale. On the domain boundary ‫ץ‬D, the natural, no-slip conditions are applied, u͑t,x͒ = 0 for x ‫ץ‬D. ͑3͒
The flow is brought to life from zero-vorticity initial conditions, 0 ͑x͒ = 0, by the stationary external forcing, which consists of two parts. At a fixed wave number, k Z + , Fourier modes are excited in both spatial directions, with a fixed vorticity amplitude, A 0 R. The spatial configuration associated to such a forcing is a chessboard pattern of k 2 driven vortices of alternating sign. Furthermore, a small solid body rotation of amplitude A sb Ӎ 0.2A 0 is added. Note that the double-periodic forcing field, mapped onto D, is not required to obey the no-slip conditions. Fixing, then, the parameters k = 6, A 0 = 0.05, and d = 2, only the kinematic viscosity parameter is varied, a codimension-1 problem. This latter quantity is normalized with the forcing amplitude, such that the control parameter becomes
We study the behavior of the system in the parameter interval 80.0Յ Ј Յ 150.0, analyzing the temporal evolution in terms of time series of the ͑nondimensional͒ enstrophy, which is defined as
and point-measured time series of the vorticity, ͑t , x͒. A pseudospectral code based on Chebyshev polynomials is used to solve the vorticity equation ͓21͔, using an AdamsBashforth Crank-Nicolson time stepping scheme. To speed up computations, a modest parallellization is applied, using a parallel task-distribution scheme, where the computation of the nonlinear term is distributed to four processors for each time step ͓22͔. Our simulations are well resolved and the It must be noted that the structure of the numerical code prevents the propagation of round-off errors, such that an initial excitation of even-even modes can only generate nonzero odd-odd modes and vice versa. A small amount of random noise, which is not added here, should suffice to excite the remaining odd-even and even-odd modes. Integration times run up to t = 1000.0, yielding record lengths on the order of 10 5 data points.
III. CRISIS AND BURSTING

A. Primary bursting
In a square domain with no-slip boundaries, the transition from a stationary ground state, with constant enstrophy and vorticity values, to time-dependent chaotic motion takes place through the destruction of invariant tori ͓20͔. The transition sequence is similar to the well-known Ruelle-Takens scenario ͓23,24͔. From the ground state, which resembles the forcing field q͑x͒, Fig. 1͑a͒ , a steady bifurcation leads to a secondary time-independent solution, followed by a Hopf bifurcation to a period-1 limit cycle. Subsequently, a second and a third fundamental frequency enter the flow through respective Hopf bifurcations, after which the resulting quasiperiodic flow breaks down and gives way to chaotic temporal behavior. These transitions are found as the control parameter is increased from Ј = 25.0, for the secondary steady solutions, to Ј = 80.0, for the chaotic flow. The flow field associated to the chaotic motions is spatially coherent and consists of a large, primary vortex in the center of the domain, surrounded by smaller, secondary vortices, Fig. 1͑b͒ . The primary vortex is inherited from the preceding ͑quasi͒periodic solutions ͓20͔. As Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, with forcing field q͑x͒ and no-slip boundary conditions ͑3͒, are equivariant with respect to reflections and rotations of the square, the symmetry group D 4 is associated to the flow field in the ground state. However, the D 4 symmetry is broken at the secondary Hopf bifurcation, leaving a symmetry with respect to rotations over an angle about the origin x = ͑0,0͒, Fig. 1͑b͒ . The latter symmetry corresponds to the action R , R :͑x,y͒ → ͑− x,− y͒ and, together with the identity R 2 = I, forms the symmetry group Z 2 ª ͕I , R ͖.
The secondary vortices occur as a pair, in line with the R symmetry of the flow configuration, see Fig. 1͑b͒ for a snapshot of a typical vorticity field. These vortices result from the rollup of detached boundary layers. Throughout the evolution the flow configuration remains unaltered and the chaotic character of the temporal signal is caused by wobbling motions of the primary vortex structure. Within the chaotic regime, the enstrophy oscillates irregularly around a mean value close to ͗Z͘Ӎ500.
Increasing the value of the control parameter to Ј = 83.75, the time series initially display a very different, short-lived bursting-type behavior, referred to as the primary bursting. The transient bursting regime terminates when the flow returns to the usual chaotic regime, in which it remains during the further temporal evolution of the system. An example of a primary burst is shown in Fig. 2 , as recorded in the enstrophy time series. One clearly observes oscillating motions of limited amplitude, a so-called laminar phase, before the enstrophy of the flow increases sharply in a burst event. Subsequently, the enstrophy bounces back to its preburst value, to enter another laminar phase.
During the laminar phase the flow configuration consists of a large, primary vortex structure in the center of the domain, Fig. 3͑a͒ . The number of secondary vortices of opposite sign has increased with respect to the flow on the strange attractor, from one to three distinct pairs. E.g., compare with the contour plot of the vorticity field in the chaotic regime in Fig. 1͑b͒ . These satellite vortices are advected along with the central structure.
Bursting behavior, attributed to large-scale selforganization, is a well documented phenomenon for twodimensional bounded flows with many degrees of freedom ͓25͔. A recent overview of several types of bursting behavior in fluid dynamics problems is given in Ref. ͓26͔ . In the present case, peak enstrophy levels, attained, for instance, at t = 190.4 in Fig. 2 , coincide with a remarkable, temporary collapse of the primary vortex structure into a quadrupolar configuration, visualized in a vorticity contour plot in Fig.  3͑b͒ . The temporary collapse of the primary vortex leads to a change in the nature of the flow in the center of the domain, as shown by means of the Weiss function ͓27͔ in Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͒. Defined as Q͑t,x͒ = − 4det ٌ u, the value of the latter quantity is negative for elliptic areas, corresponding to vortex cores, and positive for hyperbolic areas, corresponding to the surrounding, irregular flow field. From the figure it follows that during a burst event the flow in the center of the domain changes in character, from elliptic, Fig. 3͑c͒, to hyperbolic, Fig. 3͑d͒ . The duration of the transient bursting regime is a monotically increasing function of the control parameter. An exponential increase in the value of is clearly observed in the inset in Fig. 4 , which plots log 10 ͑͒ as a function of the control parameter. Thus numerical integration times must increase accordingly, if the chaotic regime, which is the asymptotic attractor of the flow and which appears once the transient regime terminates, is to be observed for large parameter values.
Furthermore, for increasing values of the control parameter the bursting events of the primary type increase in frequency and the laminar periods become progressively shorter. Eventually, for parameter values beyond the range discussed here, the bursting behavior disappears from the dynamics, e.g., for Ј Ͼ 150 the flow lies entirely on a large chaotic attractor. A general aspect of many types of bursting behavior is the existence of a power-law scaling of the average time between the bursts with the control parameter ͓26͔. Denoting the duration of the laminar phase as , the scaling takes the form of a power law,
where c Ј is the critical parameter value for which bursting behavior first occurs.
A problem for our computations is that the ͑critical͒ value c Ј could not be determined exactly, an issue which remains to be addressed. In Fig. 4 , where we used the estimate c Ј = 83.5, power-law scaling behavior is clearly observed, with estimated scaling exponent ␥ = −0.31± 0.06. Changing the estimate for the value of c Ј to, for instance, the lower bound c Ј= 83.0 does not lead to large differences in the scaling exponent, yielding ␥ Ӎ −0.35.
Global bifurcations leading to sudden discontinuities in the behavior of a chaotic attractor ͓1,2͔, as observed in our computational results, are known as attractor crises. Hence our observations so far suggest a scenario where an attractor crisis occurs within the parameter interval 82.5Ͻ Ј Յ 83.75, due, as is shown in Sec. III C, to the collision of an existing strange attractor with four saddles. Beyond the critical parameter value at which the crisis occurs, the system displays the transient bursting behavior, associated to the saddles. The ghost of the precrisis attractor then forms the asymptotic attractor of the flow, as it returns to the usual chaotic motions once the transient regime terminates. In our computations we did not detect a subsequent return to the bursting regime.
B. Secondary bursting
For values of the control parameter up to Ј = 86.0 the flow evolves, as discussed above, from a transient bursting regime onto a set of chaotic motions. However, in the parameter interval 86.0Ͻ Ј Յ 86.15 another, markedly different type of bursting behavior appears within the transient regime, indicating a second crisis has occurred. For this secondary type of bursting the laminar phases are similar in character to the precrisis chaotic flow, followed by a burst event of very large dynamical range, of up to five times the mean precrisis enstrophy value. A progression from such a laminar phase to a bursting event is shown in an enstrophy time series, Fig. 5 .
Thus the transient bursting regime now contains two types of bursting behavior, between which the flow switches in irregular intervals. Eventually, the flow may still leave the bursting regime altogether and end up on a set of chaotic motions, as is observed for several values of the control parameter. Consequently, the scaling of the length of the bursting regime, shown in the inset of Fig. 4 for the primary bursting regime, is no longer valid when the secondary bursting appears. Furthermore, for the secondary type of bursting no clear scaling of the length of the laminar phases with the value of the control parameter was observed, in contrast to the primary type of bursting.
The physical manifestation of the secondary bursting lies in the formation and temporary destruction of a large coherent vortex structure, filling the center of the domain. During the laminar phase, Fig. 6͑a͒ , wobbling motions of the primary vortex cause an irregular temporal signal, similar to the flow configuration on the precrisis chaotic attractor. At the onset of a burst, secondary vortices, formed in opposite cor- ners of the domain, gain sufficient strength to squeeze the primary structure into a tripolar and, finally, a quadrupolar configuration, Fig. 6͑b͒ . The latter configuration coincides with peak enstrophy levels, observed, for instance, at t = 355.0 in Fig. 5 . Upon the following return from peak levels, the flow field re-enters the tripolar configuration, shown in Fig. 6͑c͒ , and, finally, its primary vortex state.
C. Phase-space reconstruction
A phase-space reconstruction of the precrisis chaotic flow is shown in Fig. 7͑a͒ . Here, the phase plot is projected on the (͑t , x͒ , ͑t + , x͒) plane, where the delay is determined from the mutual average information ͓28͔. We used pointmeasured vorticity time series ͑t , x͒, with x = ͑0,1/2͒, to reconstruct the phase space, noting that time series measured at different locations do not contain additional information. The associated Poincaré return map is displayed in Fig. 7͑b͒ , and shows the ͑first͒ return coordinates of the phase-space trajectory to a two-dimensional slice through threedimensional phase-space. The chaotic flow results from the destruction of invariant tori ͓20͔ and the associated return map possesses no clear structure. Note that while the flow field is R symmetric, the attractor does not have such symmetry, Fig. 7͑a͒ .
Clearly, our dynamical system of bounded and forced 2D flows experiences a sharp increase in attractor size at the crisis. E.g., compare a post-crisis phase portrait, for Ј = 85.0, Fig. 7͑c͒ , where the axis are rescaled to plot the attractor, to the precrisis phase portrait, Fig. 7͑a͒ . The dense region on the attractor corresponds to the chaotic regime, which sets in upon termination of the transient bursting regime and forms the asymptotic attractor of the flow. A magnification of the portrait, found at Ј = 85.0, displays the dense set corresponding to the asymptotic attractor, Fig. 7͑d͒ . This set is, roughly, contained in the interval 9 Ͻ ͑t , x͒ , ͑t + , x͒ Ͻ 15 in the projection onto R 2 . Note also that the set is more densely filled as compared to the precrisis attractor, Fig. 7͑a͒ , which corresponds to a more irregular behavior in the temporal signal.
The initial crisis is caused by the collision of the precrisis chaotic attractor with four saddles. In the portrait, Fig. 7͑c͒ , the saddles, which give rise to the initial bursting regime, are located within the nondense set centered around, roughly, ͑2.5, 2.5͒. The resolution in the portrait is decreased for visualization purposes.
The phase-space trajectory winds in an anticlockwise fashion around the four saddle points. When the initial bursting regime terminates, the flow moves towards a set of chaotic motions, which form the asymptotic attractor of the system, through a heteroclinic connection via one of the saddle points. A phase portrait of a secondary burst is shown in Fig.  7͑e͒ . Here, the laminar motions correspond to the dense phase-space area of the precrisis attractor, from where the trajectory is ejected in a burst event. Hence the system enters an unstable manifold of the precrisis chaotic set, spends a short time interval on this unstable manifold, and is subsequently ejected into out-lying parts of phase space. This picture is confirmed by the flow configuration during the laminar state, which resembles the precrisis configuration, Fig.  6͑a͒ .
At parameter value Ј = 90.0 an extended primary bursting regime occurs. For this system the Poincaré first return map is shown in Fig. 7͑f͒ . The laminar phases lead to some structure in the return map, although there are no clear tangencies. An important observation is that, in general, the Poincaré ͑ nth͒ return maps and the angular return maps of the postcrisis system ͑not shown͒ do not reveal any clear structure indicating tangencies.
The correlation dimension, estimated according to Ref. ͓29͔, is close to d corr Ӎ 4 for most values of the control parameter. Furthermore, estimates for the embedding dimension d emb , the smallest integer dimension needed to fully unfold the dynamics ͓2͔, suggest that the attractor associated to the bursting motions lies in R 4 .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A crisis may result in intermittent dynamics, where the post-crisis system either switches in semiregular intervals between the ghost of the precrisis attractor and the phase-space area which became available to the system during the crisis, or passes a transient regime before entering the precrisis phase-space area. In two dimensions crises are associated to heteroclinic or homoclinic tangencies ͓2͔ and are associated with well-defined scaling of, for instance, the average time between bursts.
For systems with phase-space dimension 3, a tangency may not be necessary for a crisis to occur ͓9͔, which forms a possible explanation for the lack of tangencies in our observations. A key point is that higher-dimensional systems may display unstable dimensional variability ͑UDV͒, for which different saddle points have a different number of unstable directions. To directly establish UDV in our system longer integration times are needed, an issue we hope to address in future work. Note that the dynamics described in the previous section is markedly different from the so-called multichannel intermittency. The latter intermittency corresponds to a classical type-I intermittency with two different laminar phases ͑reinjection channels͒ induced by the presence of phase-space symmetry ͓30,31͔. However, in the present case the intermittency sets in after an attractor crisis and, as argued above, neither the ͑nth͒ Poincaré return maps nor the angular return maps reveal the tangencies associated to multichannel intermittency.
Another point is the possibility of intermittency caused by a chaos-hyperchaos transition, where hyperchaos refers to an attractor with two positive Lyapunov exponents ͓32͔. Such a transition should be detectable in the system Poincaré map, which is dense in the chaotic regime and has both dense and nondense regions in the hyperchaotic regime ͑as in the present case͒. In addition, the correlation integral shows a progression from one to two scaling regimes as a function of separation length for the chaos-hyperchaos transition. However, the latter property was not observed for our system, effectively ruling out the chaos-hyperchaos bifurcation as the mechanism causing bursting.
A difficulty for the presented observations is that the respective parameter values for which the primary and the secondary type of bursting first appear cannot be determined exactly. Furthermore, longer integration times may be needed to establish firmly whether scaling of the duration of secondary laminar phases is lacking or not.
Summarizing, our direct numerical simulations of a confined 2D fluid flow, reveal that an attractor crisis occurs, in which a chaotic attractor collides with a set containing four saddle points. Following the crisis, located in the parameter interval 82.5Ͻ Ј Յ 83.75, the flow initially moves along the saddles. Primary bursting then takes place when the flow is ejected from the set, via the unstable manifold of one of the saddle points, and subsequently re-enters through a different saddle point. The average time between the primary bursts decreases as the value of control parameter increases, with scaling exponent ␥ = −0.31± 0.06. At each parameter value, the bursting regime is terminated when the flow reaches the asymptotic attractor, the ghost of the precrisis chaotic set.
However, in the parameter interval 86.0Ͻ Ј Յ 86.15 a secondary type of bursting appears, signalling an additional crisis and enlargement of the attractor. The secondary bursting is of large dynamical range, and occurs when the flow enters an unstable manifold of the precrisis chaotic set, from which it is ejected into out-lying parts of phase space.
The physical manifestation of both types of bursting is associated to the evolution of a strong primary monopolar vortex structure, which forms during the laminar phase preceding a burst. At the onset of the burst smaller, secondary vortices surrounding the primary structure gain in strength. The flow field evolves from a monopolar to a tripolar and, finally, a quadrupolar configuration, when the primary vortex becomes squeezed between the secondary vortices. Peak enstrophy levels are achieved in the quadrupolar state. Hence within the bursting regimes, a repeating sequence occurs in the flow field: monopole → tripole → quadrupole → tripole → monopole. Eventually, the system may leave the bursting regime and enter a phase of chaotic, nonbursting motions, for which the flow field once more consists of a large monopolar vortex. 
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